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When John Lewis “at Home” arrived
in Ipswich last year, it was the ninth
store in the “at Home” format but
was the first to be built alongside a
Waitrose. For everyone who has

visited, purchased or worked here, the store has offered
'firsts'; the first John Lewis for Suffolk and the first
collaborative built venture for the John Lewis
Partnership, ensuring that the customer is always first.
The branch predominantly offers the Suffolk customer
a homewares product assortment which focuses on
furniture, furnishings, electrical and home technology,
all within an inspirational environment. The two
selling floors take the customer on a journey through
the John Lewis retail proposition, where we have
embraced 'multi-channel shopping'. If a product is not
in store on the day, you can browse John Lewis.com
from one of our many kiosks and order online for
next day, in-store delivery. How about treating
yourself or a loved one to a bedazzling new dress or
a beautiful new lipstick? These kiosks are perfect for
convenient shopping.

The Partners

The 120 employees who bring the shopping
experience to life, are co-owners and are referred to as
Partners. “We were delighted with the number of local
applicants and it’s been a rewarding experience bringing
‘skills to life’, with Partners who may have never worked
in retail before,” said Anna Moir, Branch Manager. 
The team set out to deliver the exceptional levels of
customer service John Lewis is renowned for. Partners
regularly visit manufacturers to ensure they are able to
give the most up-to-date, relevant information to
customers. Francesca Parker, Selling Partner in Furniture
said: “We strive to give our customers a personal and
informative shopping experience, with knowledgeable
and passionate Partners who instil confidence in our
customers. Investment in product training is given a high
priority, as is creatively merchandising products to inspire

Top designs and 
a first for Suffolk

John Lewis at Home Ipswich - a truly
inspirational environment
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Clocks, cushions and pilows from John Lewis Home
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interiors

our customers for that ‘look & feel for
their home’.”
Across the branch you will find the
essence of Summer, with this season’s
geometric prints and graphic stripes
throughout the breadth of interiors John
Lewis at Home offers. Structured patterns
in earthy natural hues are a great way to
add a contemporary twist to your home,
providing an edgy alternative to floral
prints.
As you start your journey through the
impressive shared foyer, you get a sense
of this year’s trends with an aptly named
“Pop-up” shop. With her distinctive,
striking prints, Orla Keily is currently the
interior trend. Unsurprisingly, the
entrance to the branch is really key to the
customer experience, with the “Pop-up”
shop being updated every six weeks.
Customers who visit frequently can be
consistently inspired with something new
and fresh from the John Lewis product
range. It also gives us a great opportunity
to be bold with seasonal offers.
As you navigate through the branch to

the first floor there are various looks
available in store - from classic,
contemporary and even retro. 

HOUSE by John Lewis

HOUSE by John Lewis is an affordable
furniture range inspired by open plan
living. The HOUSE range is designed
to be at the heart of contemporary

living featuring 800 beautifully
designed products for the home across
furniture, lighting, textiles, cooking and
dining.
Continuing through the furniture
department, the John Lewis Design
Collective showcases the best design
talent from the UK and overseas. Gain
inspiration for your home as you move
into the Furnishing Fabrics department,
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focusing on finishing touches, bespoke
products and interiors styling advice. 

Made to measure

A vast choice of products and services is
offered to suit every customer’s needs,
from John Lewis made-to-order curtains
available in 7 days to bespoke curtains
in the latest range of designer fabrics
from Harlequin and Sandersons. There
is also a wide selection of Luxaflex
blinds, with ingenious design options
for every type of window. Rhian
Brighton (featured offering design
advice in branch), particularly enjoys
offering customers a tailor made service.
“I like to build a relationship with the
customer to understand individual
tastes and preferences to create their
dream design scheme using my
knowledge of current trends & styles.”
But it’s not just about what happens
inside the store;  it’s also the time
Partners spend with customers in their
homes as Jen Lee, section manager for
home furnishings explained: “When

customers order new curtains and
blinds, many prefer to have an expert
measurer visit them at home to ensure
they get the perfect size for their
windows. We offer this optional
measuring service for curtains, blinds
and poles for £50 which is redeemable
against the final order. All of John Lewis’
made-to-order and ready-made
furnishing products are made within the
UK by Partners at the John Lewis
owned factory - Herbert Parkinson -
based in Lancashire.”

In the community

The John Lewis Partnership recognises
the importance of social, ethical and
environmental issues, aiming to make a
difference to the local community;
specifically, John Lewis at Home
Ipswich has recently started its sofa ‘re-
use’ scheme. With this recycling
initiative, ‘end of first life’ sofas are
collected by the branch from
customers’ homes, then are re-used
and/or recycled in conjunction with

local charities to support
disadvantaged communities. 
More recently, Partners have
supported a Mencap project to
renovate one of Burgess House's eight
bedrooms into a themed room.
Partners were more than enthusiastic
to offer their time to support a local
charity, which supports 60 families in
the south-east Suffolk area, to give
respite from their role as a family
carer. 

In bringing the John Lewis brand to
Suffolk customers can be assured by
their commitment to be Never
Knowingly Undersold, on price,
quality and service. John Lewis sets
competitive prices, actively checking
and matching these within the local
area and will even match sale prices. 
So what's the next big thing for John
Lewis Ipswich in its first year? 
Their Clearance started at the end of
June so customers may still be able
to shop for offers across all
assortments. 

Are you sitting comfortably? Stylish sofas and bright deckchairs from John Lewis at Home


